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Vessel:  Wauquiez 38 MK-II Sloop    Date of survey:  August 21, 2018 

Builder:  Wauquiez, Mouvaux, France   Hull I.D.#:  FTA38165L686 

Year built:   1986      Registration:  Documentation # 906165 

Model year: 1986      Engine serial #:  K37833 

Designer:  Ted Hood      Present at survey: 

L.O.A.:  38’            Current owner, Stu Robinson  

L.W.L.:  31’            Attending surveyor, Rob Eberle 

Displacement:  22,046 pounds approximate dry                

Ballast:  11,023                   

Draft:   4’ 6” 

Beam:  11’  8” 

Metered engine hours: 50 

Power:  2018 Beta 43 horsepower diesel   Estimated Market Value: $90,000.00 

Last overhaul:  New engine     Estimated New Replacement: $350,000.00     

      

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT the undersigned surveyor attended survey to the yacht RENDOVA on the  21
st
 

of August, 2018 to determine condition and valuation subject solely to procurement of insurance, at your 

request.  The following survey represents the full findings of the attending surveyor on the date of survey, and is 

subject to the following limitations: 

 

1. No withdrawal of shafting. No removals made or destructive testing performed. No disassembly of vessel or 

equipment requiring tools. No operation of equipment reliant on seawater.  

2. Tanks not fully pressed. No pressure testing undertaken.  

3. No opening of joinerwork, paneling, void spaces, coffer dams or tankage rendered. 

4. No disassembly of engines, machinery, electrical, plumbing or other equipment undertaken: assessment 

thereof is limited to what was externally visible or ascertainable from operation.  

5. Survey does not contain a full inventory, and any items not mentioned, or items put aboard at a later date 

that would normally be included under insurance should be listed, and the list appended hereto. 

6. Any equipment, systems or specific items not tested or discussed in this report are not covered by this 

survey. Further investigation by qualified personnel should be made as needed to complete the survey. 

7. Specifications taken from owner representations made and available documentation onboard at time of 

survey only. No field measuring or additional research performed to confirm accuracy’s. Not inspected to 

standards required for export outside the U.S.A.. 

8. Vessel inspected while hauled clear of the water only. No sea trials requested or performed. Equipment and 

systems best diagnosed underway should be further evaluated for in-depth analysis. 
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Subject to the above limitations and details set forth in the “Scope & Methods of Inspection” caption, the 

undersigned surveyor submits the following report and recommendations without prejudice. 

 

SCOPE & METHODS OF INSPECTION: 

 

This survey was based solely on non-invasive visual and tactile surface inspection of readily accessible areas 

and components of the vessel without dismantling, destructive testing or laboratory analysis. Hidden flaws and 

latent defects which could not be determined given the limitations set forth herein are not covered by this report. 

When the word “appears” or “apparent” or derivations thereof is used to describe a condition or component of 

the vessel it is meant that not enough information was available given the limitations of this inspection to fully 

assess that condition or component. Further evaluation should be made to better diagnose that specific 

component or condition and to complete the survey. When the word “serviceable” is used to describe a 

component it is meant that the component is currently able to provide the service for which it was intended. This 

inspection was performed by a surveyor who has general knowledge about vessel’s and their systems but who is 

not qualified as a laminate technician, shipwright, naval architect, engine mechanic, electrical engineer or 

electronics specialist. Further evaluation should be made by qualified specialists for in-depth analysis. Attending 

surveyor does not have complete historical knowledge of this particular vessel model or deficiency history. 

 

The undersigned surveyor’s observations, explanations and opinions are provided to be helpful to interested 

parties in considering their decisions about the subject vessel, but the statements and analysis as to the extent of 

deficiencies are by no means intended to be construed as any guarantee of damage, condition, operational status 

or reliability, either on or beyond the day of inspection.  The undersigned surveyor offers observations and 

opinions but does not make decisions on behalf or in lieu of vessel owners, prospective buyers or insurance 

underwriters, the latter who have the sole responsibility for determining policy coverage and both the nature and 

extent of needed repairs for the vessel to be considered a safe marine risk.  This surveyor accepts no part of the 

owner’s, prospective buyer’s or insurance underwriter’s responsibility to exercise their own due diligence prior 

to making any decisions regarding the subject vessel, including understanding the surveyor’s reported 

observations and recommendations, seeking a second survey opinion, or securing additional specialized 

inspections by naval architects, mechanics and system’s technicians. 

 

Additional to the limitations particular to this vessel and the unique circumstances of its survey being completed 

in a relatively short amount of time as per industry standards, the undersigned surveyor specifies to all parties 

that many faults can require considerable time actually operating the vessel to become apparent. As a result, this 

preliminary condition inspection will most likely not discover all deficiencies that might have existed at time of 

survey or which might become apparent at a later time during the vessel’s use. Any concerned party to this 

inspection and issuing report that desires protection against failures and resultant damages to the vessel, her 

equipment and or personnel is advised to procure the services of certified marine specialists for detailed internal 

fault finding and troubleshooting, full standards compliance checks, and both hull and equipment engineering 

concerns. This reporting does not address the subject vessel’s stability characteristics or inherent defects. 

 

This vessel inspection and reporting are intended only for insurance underwriting, loan evaluation and for the 

client to which this report is addressed and are not transferable or intended for any other person or purpose. 

Copyright law prohibits unauthorized reproduction and distribution to any additional third parties without the 

expressed written consent of the undersigned surveyor. This reporting does not have all the necessary 

components for pre-purchase evaluation. 
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS: 

 

Subject vessel is a production yacht of molded glass reinforced plastic showing raked bow, hollow sheer, 

reverse transom, raised cabin, aft cockpit and sloop rig. The main spar was stepped in the bilge and ballast fully 

encapsulated within a shallow elongated fin keel with centerboard mounted within. 

 

The hull showed hand-laid fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) from a female mold utilizing woven roving, knit 

cloths and stranded mat. The decks showed FRP core construction from a female mold utilizing similar 

materials.  The hull was reinforced via bonding of main transverse bulkheads, interior joinery and molded hull 

liner.  Where inspected all tape and attachment points were sound with no obvious tearing or separation from 

the hull apparent. Fiberglass craftsmanship appears to have been carried out to a good professional shipyard 

standard with time proven methods and materials. 

 

The hull identification number indicates the vessel was built in 1986 and that she is of model year 1986 for 

purposes of valuation. A USCG Certificate of Documentation indicated year of completion as 1985. No other 

official ship’s papers were sighted to further confirm year of manufacture or model year and model year 1986 as 

indicated by the hull identification number has been used as the basis to determine valuation in this report. 

Permanently affix hull identification number at the exterior transom. 

 

LOAD DISPERSION: 

 

The rigging loop and load dispersion system was based on its main spar being stepped in the bilge atop an 

aluminum step and reinforced hull pad. Non-magnetic grade stainless steel shroud chainplates were fastened 

inboard to heavy molded fiberglass knees that were in turn bolted to main transverse structural bulkheads. Dual 

stainless steel deck tiedown turnbuckles connected the mast and deck collar.  

 

Rigging loop integrity was good and load dispersion was found to be adequately thought out with no evidence 

of obvious movement or shifting in the interior of the vessel. The mast appeared to be securely chocked in the 

deck collar. Where sighted chainplates were free of weld fractures, significant corrosion or gross misalignment.  

 

If not performed in the last ten years, highly recommend remove shroud chainplates and inspect for accelerated 

corrosion in the obscured area where they pass through at deck level. Rebed with silicon based adhesive such as 

GE Silpruf or comparable that has shown superior adhesion to metal. 

 

HULL TO DECK UNION: 

 

The hull to deck joint was based on an integral inturned hull flange, mechanically fastened and in areas glassed 

over at the inboard hullside.     

 

Where sighted the union appeared sound with no obvious loss of structural integrity. This type of arrangement is 

considered very appropriate for a vessel of this type and displacement. 

 

UNDERWATER HULL: 

 

Thorough impact testing and sighting of the underwater hull portion of the vessel was undertaken while hauled 

clear of the water at Deaton Yacht Service, Oriental, NC on the day of survey and the following noted: 

 

No obvious delamination, voids or evidence of previous major structural groundings was apparent. No osmotic 

blistering was apparent upon visual inspection. A full evaluation of blistering and wetted surface laminate 
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requires further destructive testing, removals, thermal imaging and subsequent analysis by laminate experts 

which was beyond the scope of this inspection. Further testing would be required for in-depth analysis. Antifoul 

showed a light build-up and generally very good adherence throughout to what appeared to be a gray barrier 

coat. The hull had just been sanded in preparation of new paint. Full extent of previous prophylactic treatments 

to the wetted surface hull was not ultimately confirmed.  

 

Thruhulls were of an undetermined bronze alloy mounted flush with the hull and faired over. All were secure 

and in limited areas where sighted, none showed significant electrolytic or galvanic deterioration or attack. As a 

matter of normal routine maintenance, periodically at time of each haulout it would be prudent to disassemble 

and better inspect one or more thruhulls and valves on an alternating schedule. Penetrations were not fouled 

with marine growth.  A sintered bronze Dynaplate for grounding was mounted aft. Flathead mounting bolts 

showed pink corrosion. Recommend remove bolts and inspect for corrosion. If warranted, replace with silicon 

bronze bolts. A combination paddlewheel for the knotlog and transducer for the depthsounder was secure and 

free of obvious defects. 

 

The FRP foam core construction rudder was supported on a stainless steel post with intermediate split strap 

support.  It was thoroughly impact tested and showed no evidence of delamination. Thrust bearing and 

underwater attachment of the rudder as well as structural integrity of the attachment were in good order with no 

obvious pitting in the post where exposed below the waterline.  Given the age of the rudder it would be prudent 

to eventually split and inspect the rudder internally for accelerated corrosion. 

 

A centerboard was mounted within a ballast keel with cabintop mounted winch and 7x19 stainless steel control 

cable. No opportunity was possible to lower the board for inspection. The owner reported recent inspection and 

replacement of centerboard components including pendant sheave box components. Where sighted components 

appeared to be in good order. There was no evidence of grounding damage to the underside of the keel. 

 

UNDERWATER MACHINERY: 

 

Underwater machinery consisted of a 30mm non-magnetic grade stainless steel propshaft turning a recent 17-

inch three-blade Max feathering bronze propeller in a nitrile cutlass bearing.  The bearing was supported in a 

bronze strut.  

 

Both propeller and shaft showed no signs of significant corrosion or other defects. The propeller hub was 

securely attached with minimal blade to hub play and blades were feathering freely.  The shaft did not show 

measurable play in its support bearing and the strut was secure to the hull. Zincs for the bonding system 

consisted of propshaft and propeller tail zincs that were scheduled for renewal prior to launching. If desired, 

renew barrier coat and antifoul on propeller and shaft.    

 

TOPSIDES HULL: 

 

The hull above the waterline was finished in what appeared to be original gelcoat with highlight striping and no 

rubrail. The transom showed the vessel's name and hailing port of Paducah, KY, folding boarding ladder and 

custom davit/arch. No hull identification number was sighted. 

 

Careful sighting and impact testing was conducted throughout the topsides hull area and no evidence of 

previous structural repair activity, significant delamination or voids was apparent. Meter readings indicated a 

generally even moisture content with no significant spikes above median readings. General cosmetic condition 

of the topsides hull finish was good with minor imperfections. Polishing was in-progress.  Thruhulls were of 
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plastic construction. All were secure and free of defects. Scum lines indicated the vessel had been sitting 

respectably on her design lines. 

 

DECK & DECK HARDWARE: 

 

The deck,  raised cabin and cockpit were constructed from a single integral female mold with spray paint finish 

and sprayed nonskid. Original teak planking had been removed.  The deck was equipped with an anodized 

aluminum toe rail that ran the length of the sheer and provided safe footing while underway. 

 

Impact testing was conducted throughout the areas of the deck and cabintop and localized areas of delamination 

were detected throughout, perhaps most notably in the foredeck area. Repair when convenient. Meter readings 

indicated a variable moisture content with moderate to high elevations in localized areas. As for the underwater 

hull, destructive testing beyond the scope of this inspection is needed to fully evaluate laminate condition. 

Further testing would be required for in-depth analysis. General cosmetic condition of the painted finish was 

good with sporadic imperfections. Antislip in nonskid areas was considered good.  

 

At time of survey the bow platform had been removed and a new custom welded stainless steel platform with 

dual anchor rollers was being constructed. A double-action manual anchor windlass was secure and operating 

normally with no-load. Double course stainless steel bow and stern rails were connected by vinyl covered wire 

lifelines that were supported with stainless steel stanchions  and sockets bolted to the deck and toe rail. All 

components of the railing and lifeline system were carefully inspected and no defects were obvious.  

 

Hardware throughout was of a marine grade quality and all was secure with adequate backing plates where 

required. Deck fill caps were properly labeled, secure to deck and the diesel fill was equipped with a suitable O-

ring.  Shroud and stay chainplates were of non-magnetic grade stainless steel. Where exposed, all were free of 

obvious weld fractures, pitting or misalignment.  Cabintop handrails were in sound structural condition and due 

for refinishing. 

 

Headsail sheeting was provided by inboard tracks with adequately sized fairlead blocks installed.  All tracks and 

blocks were securely installed and in good condition.  The ondeck winch complement consisted of Lewmar two-

speed self-tailing primaries and multiple cabintop control winches.  All were secure and operating normally with 

no obvious defects.  

 

Belowdecks ventilation was accomplished by multiple cabintop hatches, opening portlights and all-weather 

vents and was considered good without sacrificing watertight integrity of the vessel while at sea.  All hatches 

and portlights were intact and doggable. The cockpit was equipped with multiple lockers each of which should 

be equipped with positive lock-down hardware for offshore sailing.  All hatches were securely mounted and in 

good condition.  Cockpit drainage was accomplished through dual 2” scuppers which is sufficient for the given 

volume. 

 

GROUND TACKLE: 

 

The primary anchor was a 20kg Rocna equipped with an unmeasured length (roughly 125 feet) of unmarked 

3/8-inch galvanized chain and recent three-strand nylon line. The owner reported a secondary anchor and rode 

were off-loaded.  

 

The anchor and related tackle showed serviceable condition. Equipment was considered adequately sized for the 

vessel's displacement and windage profile in average weather anchoring conditions. Storm force rated anchors 

with dedicated chains, rodes and chafe protection should be carried for extended cruising or otherwise readily 
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available for storm anchoring.  

 

SPARS & RIGGING: 

 

The main spar was a double section of extruded aluminum mechanically fastened with internal butt sleeve and 

finished in natural anodizing. The spar steps in the bilge and was equipped with a double set of aluminum 

spreaders and rigged with 1x19 stainless steel standing rigging with roller swage fittings aloft and at deck level.  

Closed barrel stainless steel turnbuckles with toggles were provided at deck level for adjustment. Standing 

rigging consisted of headstay, babystay, single lowers, full-length intermediates, uppers, centerline backstay 

with manual adjuster and lower running backstays with block-and-tackle purchases.   

 

The rig was inspected at deck level and all terminations, turnbuckles, and attachment points were secure and 

free of obvious defects. Exposed terminations (headstay fittings not sighted) did not show swage cracking or 

other obvious defects upon hand magnification.  Lighting consisted of steaming, deck flood and anchor lights. 

All lights were operational.  Cosmetically, the spar was in generally good condition. Miscellaneous spar 

hardware consisted of flag halyard, lightning dissipator, wind sender, VHF antenna, pole heel lift system, kick-

up vang and winches. At deck level all components were in good order. 

 

Due to age some concern is held for galvanic corrosion between stainless steel fasteners and the aluminum 

spars. Recommend remove highly loaded fittings such as the boom gooseneck and mast winches and inspect 

fastener holes in their respective spars for corrosion. Service as needed and secure fasteners and hardware with 

suitable anti-corrosive paste/gasketing. 

 

The boom was also of extruded aluminum, compatible with the main spar and sheets down to an adjustable 

traveler mounted on the cabintop.  Provision was made for jiffy reefing, outhaul and topping lift. The gooseneck 

fitting and other points of high loading were carefully sighted and no significant defects were obvious.  

 

A Profurl headsail roller furling system was actuated by manual control line lead aft to the cockpit area. The 

headstay had temporarily been disconnected from the stem but all components and installations sighted were 

free of obvious defects. 

 

Halyards, sheets and other running rigging were of low-stretch color-coded braid. Several lines were recent and 

all appeared in generally good serviceable condition. Recommend check halyards throughout their entire lengths 

for chafe prior to safely sending personnel aloft. 

 

Other than noted, the vessel's rig and rigging appeared in sound condition well suited for their intended purpose.  

It is always recommended that standing and running rigging be periodically inspected by a competent rigger. 

Age of standing rigging was not confirmed. Professional riggers normally recommend replacement of standing 

rigging and disassembly, inspection and retermination of mechanical terminations after roughly 15+/- years of 

normal service in a seawater environment. Replace rigging when due. Chainplates and related bolts should be 

inspected for deterioration after roughly 10 years of service and on a periodic basis thereafter. Thorough rigging 

inspections would include removals, dye testing and in some cases X-rays of all fittings which is usually not 

cost effective and was beyond the scope of this inspection. Some rigging can only be checked by destructive 

testing and even close visual inspection with hand magnification (as performed in this inspection) will not 

always reveal problems in terminations or other areas that would require disassembly for thorough examination. 
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SAILS & CANVAS: 

 

The sail complement consisted of three sails at time of survey, which were inspected while in their bags or while 

stowed on their spars and noted as follows.  

 

1. Dacron mainsail. Generally good condition. 

2. 140% dacron roller furling genoa. Owner reported off-loaded and not inspected. 

3. Approximate 100% dacron roller furling genoa with UV cover. Like new condition. 

 

The canvas complement consisted of recent marine grade canvas mainsail cover, dodger with window covers, 

Bimini on stainless steel bows and multi-section deck awnings.  All components appeared in excellent-very 

good condition.  

 

STEERING CONTROLS: 

 

The primary steering system was based on a pedestal wheel of stainless steel construction by HW, secured by 

pedestal base to the cockpit molding, driving a standard aluminum quadrant via sprocket, chain and 7x19 

cables.  A stainless steel rudder post was supported in a hull port that incorporated a clamp-style bronze packing 

gland and upper bushing in a cockpit seat. Provision was made for travel limit stops and emergency steering.    

 

As much as possible, components were inspected and alignment was good where sighted. Cables were 

adequately tensioned and did not show meathooks or significant exterior corrosion where they could be readily 

accessed. A routine course of lubrication should be provided throughout. Fit and operation of the emergency 

tiller was not tested. The steering system was working normally with no binding clear of the water. 

 

SELF-STEERING: 

 

A Simrad AP-28 12-volt autopilot system was equipped with fluxgate compass and Raymarine 12-volt linear 

drive ram to a dedicated rudder arm. 

 

Installations and components appeared in very good order. The unit was powering up but could not be 

significantly tested dockside. Equipment was considered to be a viable match to the vessel’s size and 

displacement. 

 

PROPANE FUEL SYSTEMS: 

 

Propane was stored in two recent tanks of composite/FRP construction located in a properly vented foredeck 

locker.  Feed was by flexible hose, copper tubing, regulator and pressure gauge and secondary manual shutoff 

valve near the stove.  

 

Installations and components sighted were in good serviceable condition and in compliance with ABYC & 

NFPA regulatory standards.  The system was pressurized, gas brought to the stove, stove and tank valves turned 

off (solenoid valve left in the “on” position) and gauge observed for roughly fifteen minutes.  No noticeable 

drop in pressure was recorded and the gauge was proven operational.  This indicates no evidence of leakage in 

the system.  This simple test should be performed on a routine basis several times each season and each time a 

new bottle is switched into service. 
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PROPULSION MACHINERY: 

 

Propulsion machinery was based on a 2018 vintage Beta 43 horsepower fresh water cooled diesel showing 

model B-43. Engine serial number is listed on the opening page of this report.  It drives through a ZF marine 

reduction vee-drive gear, model 15MIV, serial number 20311785 rated at 2.13:1 and standard couplings to a 

stainless steel propshaft.  Current metered engine hours showed 50.  Documentation onboard showed the engine 

was installed as a new unit in July, 2018. 

 

The shaft exits the hull through a clamp-style packing gland that was secured to the shaftlog with flexible hose 

and stainless steel clamps. All components were in very good order.  Monitor packing gland underway and after 

each usage of the vessel to insure watertight integrity. 

 

Engine fuel feed was by recent USCG Type A1 flexible hose with inline valve  and priming bulb feeding Racor 

primary filter, engine mount lift pump, secondary filter and fuel injection system.  Installation of hosing and fuel 

distribution was very good and in compliance with ABYC, NFPA & USCG regulatory standards.  Fuel in the 

primary filter settling bowl was free of contamination.  Suggest upgrade to add vacuum gauge on top of Racor 

filter. 

 

Engine cooling and exhaust was based on raw water intake through internal bronze strainer double clamped up 

to an engine mount raw water pump and heat exchanger, then mixing at injection elbow with vented siphon 

break loop and discharge aft through flexible exhaust hose and fiberglass waterlift style muffler with raised 

loop.  Hoses and belts were in like new condition.  Where provision is made at the engine for only a single 

clamp width, monitor clamps on a frequent basis and change out promptly when needed with ABA-grade or 

comparable high quality clamp.  

 

The electrical generating system was based on a standard capacity that was securely mounted and drive belt  

adequately tensioned. All wiring and connections sighted were secure.  The  gauge and alarm system consisted 

of gauges for oil pressure, water temperature, charge voltage and revolutions along with visual warning lights.   

Periodically as a matter of normal routine maintenance alarm sender and system operation should be proven.  

 

The engine was mounted with new adjustable vibration dampening mounts bolted to longitudinal bedlogs.  All 

mounts and flanges were intact static clear of the water. Cosmetically the engine was in new condition.  

 

No operational testing of propulsion machinery was performed at time of inspection.  

 

ENGINE COMPARTMENT: 

 

The engine compartment is accessed through removable panels and was considered adequate for all routine 

maintenance.  Ventilation was accomplished naturally and is likely adequate for the installation (no calculations 

performed). Foil faced insulation showed very good condition and the sump was free of contamination.   

 

Installation of propulsion machinery and accessory equipment within the engine compartment was in very good 

order and in compliance with above mentioned regulatory standards.  General cleanliness in the compartment 

was excellent and the required “No Discharge of Oil” placard was prominently displayed to comply with USCG 

regulations. 
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ELECTRICAL: 

 

The primary electrical system was 12 volt DC in nature, based on multiple batteries feeding via main selector 

switches to distribution via 12-volt resettable fuse panel.  Where sighted wiring was a stranded copper with 

plastic jacket type of adequate gauge and grade commonly used in yacht installations at time of manufacture 

with upgrading. The 12-volt panel incorporated voltmeter and ammeter.  

 

As much as possible, 12-volt distribution equipment was tested and all was operational. Where sighted in 

limited areas, wiring and installations appeared to be in generally good serviceable condition. Batteries 

consisted of six Trojan T2 105amp six-volt conventional lead-acid units wired in series-parallel for multiple 12-

volt banks. All were mounted in suitable trays/boxes with adequate strapping to prevent shifting while 

underway.  Present battery reserve was considered good for onboard power demand.  Electrolyte level was 

sufficient in random cells that were checked.  Wiring and connections where sighted were in good order. 

 

The 12-volt system was supplemented by a 120-volt shoreside system via approved-type 30 amp shorecord, 

recent Newmar 25 amp marine grade battery charger, recent PowerFree 150 watt solar panel with charge 

controller, recent Electronic Energy D400 wind generator with coil resistors and engine driven alternator.  The 

120-volt panel incorporated properly double pole main breaker and resettable fuses for water heater and outlets. 

Where sighted wiring was a stranded copper with plastic jacket type of adequate gauge and grade commonly 

used in yacht installations at time of manufacture. 

 

With the vessel hauled clear of the water no attempt was made to test 120-volt equipment or circuitry.  A. GFCI-

type outlet was provided in the head compartment. Insure this is wired “upstream” of the galley outlet. Where 

sighted, wiring and wiring installations appeared in generally good serviceable condition. Suggest upgrade to 

add voltmeter as low shoreside voltage supply (below roughly 108 volts) can create an onboard fire hazard. 

Reverse polarity indication was not ultimately confirmed. Insure this is in good working order. Solar panel 

output was normal. Insufficient wind speed was present to test the wind generator. 

 

Note:  An Equipment Leakage Current Interrupter (ELCI) device when installed provides current leakage and 

shock protection for the entire onboard electrical system. Required by ABYC on all boats built after 2009 this 

device is a recommended safety retrofit for all older boats. For proper safety protection all vessels with an ELCI 

should still be equipped with a Fail-Safe type galvanic isolator to protect metals in constant contact with 

seawater (see “Corrosion Analysis” caption in this report) and GFCI-type outlets in wet areas to protect onboard 

personnel. 

 

As a result of professionally accepted time constraints for this type of survey, inspection and evaluation of 

electrical systems and components was limited to very short-term testing of equipment to confirm operational 

status and to a cursory visual inspection of major components where accessible. Not all exposed wiring was 

inspected and due to wiring loops and conduits and wiring/components transiting in areas requiring dismantling 

and removals for inspection, a significant amount of wiring could not be observed. For an in-depth analysis, it is 

recommended that a qualified marine electrical engineer be engaged to provide evaluation of the vessel’s 

wiring, wiring capacities and condition of related electrical components and to determine need for upgrading 

and repair of any deficiencies. 

 

ELECTRONICS: 

 

The electronics system consisted of the following. Where omitted serial numbers should be reported if required 

for proper insurance coverage. 
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1. West Marine 585 VHF radio. Tested well with a short distance check. 

2. Garmin GPS-12 hand held navigator’s GPS. 

3. Uniden MHS-135 submersible hand held VHF radio.  

4. B&G Multi system with three ondeck displays. Recent. 

5. Vesper XB8000 send/receive AIS system. Recent. 

 

Equipment and installations where sighted were in very good order and all equipment was powering up, limited 

testing was possible clear of the water. Instrumentation was considered well up-to-date and nicely suited for the 

vessel’s size and intended use.  

 

NAVIGATION: 

 

The primary navigation system was based on a Plastimo pedestal mount compass that showed a large bubble but 

was readable. Service as needed. Accuracy was not confirmed. Operation of lighting should be confirmed at 

night. Prior to making any extended offshore passages the compass should be swung and a deviation card 

posted. 

 

Navigational lighting was operational and in compliance with USCG regulations to date. All fixtures and 

installations sighted were in good order.   

 

TANKAGE: 

 

Diesel was stored in a single tank that was securely mounted beneath the quarter berth. The tank was bonded 

and where sighted did not show signs of significant corrosion or active leakage. Stainless steel water tanks 

mounted port and starboard main salon and vee berth holding tank were all secure. No evidence of prior leakage 

was apparent. 

 

Ultimately, tank leakage can only be confirmed through the application of a suitable amount of test air pressure 

which was beyond the scope of this inspection. Tanks can sometime have leaks at top end fittings and may have 

unidentified active leakage above the level of fullness that existed at time of inspection. As a result, all tanks 

should be filled to capacity and inspected for leakage and gauge accuracy’s should be confirmed.  

 

PUMPING SYSTEMS & PLUMBING: 

 

Bilge pumps consisted of a Henderson manual diaphragm-type pump mounted in the cockpit and recent 

Rulemate 2000 12-volt submersible equipped with an integral automatic float switch. Manual override 

switching was not identified for the Rule pump. If not provided, add manual override switching as the Rule float 

switches have been known to be inherently unreliable. All components and installations sighted were in good 

order and pumps discharged safely above the waterline with the vessel in her static floating position. Now and 

periodically, add water to bilge and test pumping operation of both pumps. To prevent clogging of check valves, 

add strainer at the bilge terminus of the manual pump suction line. As an upgrade suggestion add 4000 gph 

“emergency” submersible bilge pump with high quality float switch such as an Ultra Pumpswitch Sr. that could 

also drive a bilge high water alarm. 

 

Safety note:  Ultimately bilge pumps should not be relied upon to prevent flooding of the vessel. A prudent 

owner will insure that his vessel is not “making any water” through frequent inspections and especially 

whenever the vessel is to be left unattended. The installation of a bilge pump cycle counter is suggested with the 

installation of automatic bilge pumps that otherwise might maintain dry bilges and create a false security of 

watertight integrity.  
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Domestic water supply was via 12-volt demand pump with one-quart accumulator tank feeding fixtures 

throughout the vessel.  The system was tested briefly and did not show unusual cycling or significant leakage. 

The head was equipped with a Lavac manual marine grade toilet that was plumbed with a "Y" valve for 

discharge direct overboard or to the holding tank. No testing was attempted with the vessel clear of the water.  

Installations were in compliance with USCG regulations except that any sewage overboard discharge valve must 

be locked in the “closed”  position until operating in legal discharge waters offshore. 

 

Plumbing fixtures and hosing sighted were of a marine grade quality throughout and in generally good  

serviceable condition. A few hose connections at below the waterline fittings that are concerns of vessel 

watertight integrity were single clamped but clamps were free of significant rusting. All connections should be 

gone over methodically now, a turn put on all clamps, any questionable rusted clamps lifted, carefully inspected 

and replaced as needed. Monitor clamps on a frequent basis and changeout promptly when needed with ABA-

style (non-serrated bands, all non-magnetic 316-grade stainless steel construction) clamps. Where adequate 

room is safely available, double clamp any connection that is a concern of vessel watertight integrity. Caution 

on double clamping hose connections over barbed hose adapters that are designed for only a single clamp width 

as this can needlessly cut hoses resulting in flooding of the vessel. Optimally, upgrade single clamps to ABA-

grade type that are inherently more reliable over the long run. 

 

THRUHULLS, BONDING & LIGHTNING PROTECTION: 

 

Thruhulls below the waterline were a mix of European alloy and what appeared to be upgraded bronze 

construction and all were equipped with a mix of similar seavalves.  All valves were readily accessible and 

cycled smoothly with no binding and all had been recently greased. All valves were securely attached to their 

thruhull fittings and did not show signs of significant exterior surface corrosion. No bonding was provided to 

thruhulls and although recommended by ABYC and typically desired, a bonding system is not essentially 

required. Suggest upgrading to add full bonding system.  

 

Note: the same brand of European alloy thruhulls and valves have some history of corrosion and failure in other 

vessels. ABYC safety standards recommend all thruhulls, valves and related pipe fittings below the waterline 

conform to UL-1211 guidelines. Visual evaluations as performed during this inspection can not confirm 

compliance and therefore it would be prudent as a matter of normal routine maintenance to dismantle, grease 

and internally inspect selected thruhulls, valves and fittings for corrosion now and on a rotating basis each time 

the vessel is hauled for routine antifoul application. Also as a matter of normal routine maintenance with the 

vessel hauled clear of the water, recommend have competent personnel perform a static load test on all thruhull 

fittings below the waterline that are a concern of vessel watertight integrity. This preliminary field test that can 

potentially identify hidden internal corrosion in metal fittings and weakness that left unchecked could eventually 

result in failure of fittings and flooding of the vessel.  

 

Lightning ground was provided by #4 stranded copper wire at the mast heel and apparently connecting to the 

provided small sintered bronze hull grounding plate. The lightning ground system was not in compliance with 

either NFPA or ABYC standards/advisories. One main safety requirement calls for a minimum one square foot 

hull grounding plate. This is a controversial subject in regard to proper method of protection and although many 

vessels are not equipped with any lightning protection system, potential for serious damage to the vessel and 

onboard personnel can be reduced with a proper installation.  It is recommended that the purchaser or owner 

familiarize himself with current thinking on this matter and take any needed actions. Consult NFPA 78-2008 for 

recommended upgrading.  Consideration should be given to the installation of a masthead lightning dissipator. 
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CORROSION ANALYSIS: 

 

No stray current corrosion testing could be completed with the vessel hauled clear of the water. If not provided, 

consideration should be given to the installation of a capacitor type galvanic isolator such as the DEI (Dairyland 

Electrical Industries) Failsafe brand to be wired in the shorepower grounding leg between the inlet fittings and 

main grounding terminals. This is designed to strain out potentially damaging DC stray current corrosion that 

might otherwise enter the bonding system through the shorepower supply and cause damage to underwater 

metals. Otherwise, as a general practice, it is recommended that the shorepower supply cord be physically 

disconnected at the dock fitting when the vessel is to be left unattended. 

 

BILGES: 

 

Bilges were free of oil or fuel contamination and in generally clean condition.  No wiring connections were 

sighted low in the bilge area, there was no evidence of recent vintage successive high tide marks or significant 

corrosion of metals in the bilge area.   

 

DOMESTIC SYSTEMS: 

 

Domestic equipment consisted of the following: 

 

1. Eno two-burner propane stove with oven. All burners equipped with safety thermocouple switches. Secure 

and gimballing well. Vintage. Not tested. 

2. Frigoboat 12-volt refrigeration system with thin evaporator plate in a large top-loading box.  

3. Raritan R-12 water heater energized off main engine heat exchange and 120-volts. New unit being installed. 

 

WATERTIGHT INTEGRITY: 

 

Accessible thrudeck penetrations appeared watertight with no significant active leakage.  

 

FIRE FIGHTING: 

 

The vessel was equipped with three 2018 vintage Size I Type: ABC dry chemical hand-held fire extinguishers 

which were thoughtfully distributed, properly bracketed and reading in the charge area.  

 

Present equipment and installations comply with USCG regulatory standards. All units should be replaced or 

serviced and tagged in 2019 and periodically on an annual basis thereafter.  Recommend the installation of an 

automatic engine compartment system with modern agent fire extinguisher, automatic engine shutdown with 

override, audible alarm and manual override pull activation. At a minimum, add a sealed aperture into the 

compartment through which to discharge a hand held unit and have a clean-agent hand-held unit mounted 

nearby. 

 

SAFETY: 

 

Safety equipment consisted of the following at time of survey. With exceptions as noted, equipment was in 

generally good serviceable condition and where applicable, in compliance with USCG requirements.  

 

1. Horn. 

2. Red cabin lighting. 

3. Flare kit with meteor and hand held flares within expiration through April, 2020. 
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4. Complement of Type II & III personal flotation devices. 

5. Two Type IV man-overboard horseshoe rings. 

6. Emergency day flag. 

7. Signal mirror. 

8. Masthead lightning dissipator. 

9. First aid kit. 

10. Soft tapered wooden plugs. Loose. Attach one to each thruhull fitting below the waterline. 

11. Safety harnesses. 

12. Deck safety jacklines. 

13. High powered spotlight. 

14. Binoculars. 

 

Some suggestions for upgrading include: 

 

1. Lifesling type or other upgraded man-overboard device with block-and-tackle lift system. 

2. GPIRB. 

3. Permanent mast mounted radar reflector. 

4. Bilge high water alarm system. 

5. Smoke detectors. Place one behind main electric panel if possible. 

6. USCG Navigation Rules of the Road book. 

7. Abandon ship gear including VHF radio and hand-held GPS for trips beyond VHF radio range. 

8. Carbon monoxide detectors.   

9. Automatic engine compartment fire extinguishing system with audible alarm and manual pull. 

10. Storm sails and permanent storm trisail track. 

 

This vessel uses fossil fuels (diesel, LPG) for propulsion and cooking which can produce carbon monoxide due 

to incomplete combustion. Adequate ventilation must be provided at all times while burning any of these fuels 

to help reduce the potentially lethal hazard of carbon monoxide poisoning +/or oxygen depletion, however, 

adjacent vessels and dockside vehicles can also produce lethal amounts of carbon monoxide that accumulate 

onboard. Vessel operators should also be cautioned on running engines and/or auxiliary generator while the 

vessel is stationary dockside, at anchor, moored alongside a seawall or rafted to another vessel as hazardous 

concentrations of carbon monoxide can accumulate onboard. The installation of carbon monoxide detectors with 

audible alarm, battery powered or preferably meeting UL Standard #2034 hard-wired into the 12-volt system is 

highly recommended by ABYC and the undersigned for all occupied spaces throughout the accommodations 

area.  

 

ACCOMMODATIONS: 

 

The accommodations area was finished out in a generous complement of teak and teak ply, with recently 

varnished teak and holly sole, gelcoat finished fiberglass headliner, tile, teak veneer and Mica countertops, 

upholstered cushions and tracks for curtains.   

 

Wood finishes were considered to be in generally very good condition throughout with minor imperfections. 

Upholstery was fair. Other finish materials were in generally good condition. Overall cosmetic condition of the 

interior was considered to be above average for age. 
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SMALL BOATS & DAVITS: 

 

An AB model 9.5AL aluminum hull RIB inflatable tender showed HIN XMO50148617 and Florida State title 

number 126984616. Condition was like new. The tender was mounted on a custom transom arch/davit with 

block-and-tackle purchases, securely mounted and suitable for lifting the tender. 

 

For coastal or offshore trips beyond VHF radio range, or when hypothermia is a concern in cold waters, 

recommend carry suitable emergency liferaft or platform. 

 

SPARES & MISCELLANEOUS GEAR: 

 

The vessel was equipped with a good complement of spares and the following major miscellaneous gear.  A full 

inventory was not recorded and other inventory items appear throughout the text of this report.  Additional 

inventory items that would normally be covered under insurance should be listed and the list appended to this 

report. Engine and other system’s spares should be inventoried and upgraded as needed. 

 

1. Anchor snubber line. 

2. Yamaha 15hp two-stroke outboard motor model 15MSH. S/N 694K-S-1083681-F. Good exterior condition 

and pulled freely but was not tested. 

3. Complement of fenders and docklines. 

4. Fuel jugs. 

5. 30 amp shorepower cord. Cord ends and vessel inlet did not show signs of overheat or corrosion. Safety 

locking ring making a secure connection at the vessel inlet. 

6. Sarma mechanical backstay adjuster. 

7. Hose, net. 

8. Flushmount cockpit stereo speakers. 

9. Emergency steering tiller. Fit not tested. 

10. Snorkel gear. 

11. Complement of winch handles. 

12. Miscellaneous engine and system’s spares. 

13. W&P ship’s clock. 

14. Teak planked cockpit bench seats and floor. 

15. 12-volt cigarette-style outlets. 

16. Ensign. 

17. Miscellaneous running rigging. 

18. Miscellaneous galley equipment. 

19. Cabintop hatch screens. 

20. Main salon berth lee cloth. 

21. Teak cockpit table. 

22. Custom welded stainless steel pipe solar panel arch/davits with block-and-tackle purchases for tender and 

outboard motor. Motor mounting pad. 

23. Kick-up boomvang.  

24. Aluminum boat hooks. 

 

TRIAL RUN: 

 

No sea trials were requested or performed at time of survey. Propulsion machinery, rig and rigging, sails, drive 

train components, steering system, electronics, hull, etc. require evaluation underway for in-depth analysis. 
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REGULATORY STANDARDS: 

 

Standards referenced are intended as a guide only and do not encompass all standards that may apply or mitigate 

any of the findings.  Many standards are quoted only in part.  The reader is advised to obtain copies of 

applicable standards for his own information and interpretation.  Standards organizations referenced are:  The 

American Boat and Yacht Council (ABYC) 410-956-1050 and The National Fire Protection Association 

(NFPA) 800-344-3555, both of which are voluntary standards, and The United States Coast Guard, Code of 

Federal Regulations Title 33 & 46 (CFR) & Rules for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREGS) 800-368-5647 

which are legal requirements.    

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 

The following recommendations are those most obviously in need of prompt attention to make the vessel a safer 

risk for marine insurance underwriting. Recommendations with no regulatory standard designation are based on 

the experience of the undersigned surveyor in the field. Information within this caption is provided in an attempt 

to recap information from the survey and does not necessarily reflect all pertinent information from the report 

text. Please refer to the report text for more detailed information, additional recommendations and suggestions 

for upgrades. Findings and recommendations are listed in no particular order of importance. 

 

SAFETY & MISCELLANEOUS: 

 

1. Remove and inspect Dynaplate mounting bolts. Renew bolts if warranted with silicon bronze. 

2. Replace bilge terminus strainer in manual bilge pump suction line to prevent clogging of pump 

check valves. 

3. The installation of carbon monoxide detectors and smoke detector with audible alarm, battery 

powered or preferably meeting UL Standard #2034 hard-wired into the 12-volt system is highly 

recommended by ABYC and the undersigned for all occupied spaces throughout the 

accommodations area. 

4. Unless wired downstream from the head compartment GFCI outlet, change 120-volt outlet in the 

galley to a GFCI-type. (NFPA 302 8-11.1) 

5. Prior to making passages beyond VHF radio range, lease or otherwise provide a current emergency 

liferaft, abandon ship bear, GPRIB and offshore-duty first aid kit. 

 

STATEMENT OF SURVEY: 

 

On the 21
st
 of August, 2018 the undersigned surveyor attended survey to the yacht RENDOVA to determine 

condition and valuation subject solely to procurement of insurance.  The vessel was examined only while clear 

of the water with her weight blocked on the keel.  

 

She has all the quality building and craftsmanship standard to Wauquiez’s production of the 38 MK-II Sloop 

with no obvious major modifications to hull, superstructure or accommodations area. The vessel appears to have 

been very conscientiously maintained and at time of survey was found in sound structural condition inasmuch as 

she was inspected and generally good  cosmetic condition. The vessel has benefited from several recent 

upgrades including 2018 new main engine/transmission, recent Max prop, canvas, autopilot, custom stern arch, 

solar panel, wind generator, new bowsprit, 2009 hull barrier coat and updated electronics. Please refer to the 

report text for details. Overall condition mechanically was considered to be well above average and somewhat 

above average cosmetically for age. 
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With the above recommendations complied with, the undersigned surveyor considers the vessel itself suitable to 

offshore,  coastal,  Bahamas and inland waters cruising, and considered to be worthy of insurance coverage, 

pending compliance and acceptability to the underwriters. Given the limitations of this inspection and without 

first-hand knowledge of the captain and crew’s capabilities, adequacy of provisions, ancillary equipment to be 

carried, nature of intended voyages and conditions at sea, no warranty of vessel seaworthiness or ultimate fitness 

for any purpose is implied or expressed by the undersigned surveyor. 

 

VALUATION: 

 

With current market conditions and in its present condition with all sighted defects allowed for the vessel has an 

estimated market value of $90,000.00. Estimated retail replacement cost for a new vessel of like kind and 

quality is placed in the vicinity of $350,000.00 as so equipped.  

 

Note: Estimated market value appearing in this report is provided only as an approximation and was based on an 

average selling price of a yacht of this type, size, and condition considering all extras and accessories onboard, 

supported through an analysis of comparable yachts both previously sold and currently for sale, and is intended 

for insurance and financial evaluation only but is not intended to influence the purchase or non-purchase of the 

yacht. No guarantee is offered that the above estimated market value can be readily obtained in the market place. 

Additional defects beyond those sighted that might be disclosed during repairs and through further evaluation 

are not factored into the above estimated market value. Estimated new retail replacement cost is defined as the 

cost of building a new vessel of similar kind and quality in the current market situation and includes comparable 

equipment, commissioning, freight and taxes. I certify that I have no present or prospective interest in the 

subject vessel, no personal bias with respect to the parties involved and that my compensation is not contingent 

upon the reporting of a predetermined value that favors the cause of the client or other party.  

 

DISCLAIMER: 

 

This report is based on items observed at time of survey only with no warranty given or implied. Hidden flaws 

and latent defects which could not be determined given the limitations previously set forth herein are not 

covered by this report. No liability is assumed for errors or omissions, and acceptance of this report constitutes 

acceptance of that condition. It is agreed by all parties who make use of this report that this surveyor, these 

offices and its heirs are indemnified and discharged of any and all liabilities that may arise therefrom. To all 

intent, purpose and interest, reports emanating from this office should be judged only as an evaluated opinion of 

the undersigned surveyor. 

 

This report should be considered as an entire document and no single section is meant to be used except as part 

of the whole. Use of this report is contractually limited to the above named current owner who commissioned 

and paid for the survey and his/her designated underwriters and lenders for a one time use and is considered 

current for thirty days (30) of undisturbed lay-up or the vessel’s first use. Subsequent updating and/or transfer of 

this survey report is solely the right of the undersigned surveyor. 

 

Submitted Without Bias, 

 
Robert C. Eberle, AMS-SAMS 

Eberle Marine Surveys 
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Subject vessel as inspected on day of survey 

 
USCG Certificate of documentation with HIN 

 
Starboard aft quarter 

 
Port side 

 
Bow view 

 
Port side 
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Position for aft strap just forward of sheeting winch 

 
Forward strap between mast and baby stay 

 
Rudder detail 

 
Recent Max prop 

 
Custom davits and tender 

 
HIN plate on tender 
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Main salon 

 
Recently varnished teak and holly sole 

 
Forward cabin 

 
Galley 

 
Deck detail 

 
Aft cockpit 

 


